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with Minnesota dairy producers like Pat Lunemann of Clarissa
to conduct cow comfort research. Studies by Endres and her
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Extension combines University of Minnesota scholarship and

research with local expertise and engages people, organizations

and communities across Minnesota to build capacity, create

opportunities and solve problems.

With each issue of Source, I am reminded of
the many stories you have to share about how
Extension and the University impact your lives.
Through partnerships and collaborations,
University of Minnesota Extension works in
every part of the state to discover, develop and
deliver research-based education and informa-
tion that is relevant, practical and useful. It is
indeed an honor for us to tell your stories of
change and learning. 

In this issue, read about a Minnesota farmer
working with Extension researchers and edu-
cators to improve cow comfort and dairy 
production; appreciate the efforts of the many
who are steadfastly working to recover from the
devastating summer 2007 floods in southeast
Minnesota; and discover how to clearly identify

the common good and public value of your favorite public or nonprofit 
program. Also learn how Extension is working with Spanish-speaking restau-
rant workers to make your food more safe; educating building professionals
to reduce risks of radon gas in Minnesota homes; and advising farmers on a
simple approach to the complex issue of grain marketing. 

Your stories are also important as we enter the 2008 legislative session.
This year, the University of Minnesota seeks $225.5 million in state funds to
invest in the University’s existing infrastructure while building for the future.
Take a moment to tell a legislator why you support the University of
Minnesota, sharing your story about how the University and Extension make
a difference in your life. Become an advocate for the University by signing up
to be a member of the Legislative Network, http://www.supporttheu.umn.edu.
Investments in the University’s future are investments in Minnesota’s future. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly R. Durgan
Dean, University of Minnesota Extension 

From the Dean

W I N T E R  2 0 0 8 1

SSttrreennggtthheenn  yyoouurr
ffaammiillyy  lliiffee:: Step
away 

Your family will be happier and your home life
more enjoyable if you reinforce what you love
most about your family life. Family relations
experts with University of Minnesota Extension
have the research to prove it.

The Extension findings are available in an
easy-to-read handbook packed with activities
(and mini-posters!) that appeal to grownups and
kids alike. Used as a blueprint for familial bliss,
“Building Family Strengths: A Toolkit for
Families” can help strengthen the family core,
even if you didn’t just step out of a Norman
Rockwell painting.

Showing appreciation is crucial to building
solid relationships, according to Jo Musich,
Extension family relations educator. Families
function like companies in many ways. Family
members, like employees, thrive on positive
reinforcement. (When was the last time some-
one griped about being praised for a job well
done?) Other attributes integral to a strong 
family foundation include:

� Communication
� Democratic 
decision-making

� Flexibility
� Shared values
� Quality time together
� Connections with others

The publication sells 
for $11.95, plus shipping 
at http://www.shop.extension.umn.edu (search
for item 07265).
For more information about how to improve
family life, visit
http://www.extension.umn.edu/ParentEducation
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GGoott  mmoorree  mmiillkk??
University of Minnesota research
reveals how changes in dairy cow
housing can help increase profits

innesota dairy cows may not be ready to run the Boston Marathon, but they do

have a little extra zip in their step these days. Their feet and legs are healthier

because University of Minnesota research on cow comfort is encouraging

farmers to make substantial changes in dairy cow housing. As a result, com-

fortable cows are giving more milk—a boon to local producers and part of the reason for

increased confidence in the farmers’ ability to compete nationally. The number of dairy

cows in Minnesota is on the rise, fueling cautious optimism that the heart of the industry

remains here in the Midwest, not headed for western states.

Minnesota is regaining its competitive stride
in the dairy business due to production 
systems that keep cows comfortable and
encourage their natural productivity.
Finding answers to the cow comfort puzzle
keeps Extension animal scientist Marcia
Endres busy. For many scientists, a “labora-
tory” is a 20-foot bench filled with test
tubes, beakers and analytical equipment.
But Endres’ laboratory includes real-life
farms—big sheds filled with muttering and
mooing dairy cows.     

It was four years ago when Endres, a
nutritionist by trade, noticed that cow com-
fort dominated the hallway talk at dairy
meetings. “Everyone was talking and had an
opinion, but nobody had any data,” Endres
said. “We needed to get the numbers.” 

Those conversations convinced her to
redirect her studies and ultimately led
Endres and her Extension Dairy Team col-
leagues to local farms, where they got up
close and personal with 5,600 bovines. The
Dairy Team scored the cows’ physical condi-
tion, analyzed their gait, studied their living
quarters and combined these observations
with a database of cow performance infor-
mation. The scientific data brought to light

M

Pat Lunemann, president of the Minnesota Milk
Producers Association, works with Extension animal
scientist Marcia Endres to determine the best housing
system for his herd.

CCooww  ccoommffoorrtt  bboooossttss  yyiieelldd
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Concrete changes
The jackhammer approach to applying
research resultsthe importance of a resilient and comfortable surface for cows to lie

on, the design of dairy facilities and cow management.
Prestigious scientific journals have published Endres’ findings.

National dairy experts are directing their clients to Minnesota for
cow-comfort answers. But the best measure of the Dairy Team’s suc-
cess is that Minnesota dairy farmers are using the research results.
“We are seeing much better designed dairy facilities now because of
this research,” said Jim Salfer, a St. Cloud-based Extension educator.
“Producers are also more aware of cow comfort and are asking more
questions about the best ways to care for their cows.”

The Extension Dairy Team’s “Better living through research”
philosophy continues. One project now under way looks at alter-

natives for cow bedding. Using traditional sources like straw or
sawdust, which are potential sources of biofuels, increase cost and
limit availability. The team also
recently received funding from the
Rapid Agricultural Response Fund
to compare the health, productivity
and comfort of cows housed in three
different types of barns.  

The team will gather data from
buildings housing cows throughout
the state, and the results will help
drive the choices Minnesota dairy
producers make when modernizing
their buildings. Making the right
choice will have a big impact. As
Salfer puts it, “Minnesota needs the dairy industry and the dairy
industry needs major investment in new structures. The goal of our
research is to help farmers make profitable decisions, and when peo-
ple make money they stay in business.”

Pat Lunemann doesn’t need to read regression equations. He sees
the statistical validation for University of Minnesota cow comfort
research every time he looks at his bulk milk-storage tank. 

The Clarissa dairy producer was motivated by the research
that shows herds with more comfortable cows produce 10 per-
cent more milk. “This research was a real eye-opener. I knew my
cows weren’t as comfortable as they could be, but this research
project provided data to show how my cows compared to others
with better systems,” Lunemann said.

As a result, Lunemann can talk proficiently about the pluses
and minuses of different jackhammer systems for removing con-
crete from dairy barns. He gained that knowledge by removing
concrete from the long rows of platforms where his cows spend
most of their time resting between milking. He also got rid of the
cow mattresses that covered the platforms in the barn. Now the
cows at his family’s Twin Eagle Dairy are resting easy on a dirt
floor covered with recycled bedding and sawdust. Lunemann was
anticipating more productive cows from his bed redo. The bonus?
The new free-stall arrangement takes fewer dollars to maintain. 

Lunemann believes in the benefits of on-farm Extension
research projects. “Most people pay more attention to research
conducted in a situation similar to their own. Farmers are the
same and want to make sure it will work at their place before
making big changes.” Those changes based on research can help
Minnesota dairy cows compete in what is increasingly a global
milk market.

For more information on cow comfort, nutrition and milk marketing, visit

http://www.extension.umn.edu/Dairy

Lunemann and Extension educator Jim Salfer take a close look at milk production
data from Lunemann’s Twin Eagle Dairy in Clarissa.

Partially composted sawdust bedding
aids cow comfort.
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ugust 18, 2007. As drought scorched northeastern Minnesota, record rains of up to 20 inches flooded the south-
eastern part of the state. During the three-day deluge, streams and rivers swelled to dangerous levels. Mudslides
and foamy, debris-laden water washed out roads and destroyed homes and businesses. Crops on the cusp of har-
vest were demolished. In the end, seven people were dead and thousands left with only pieces of their former lives. 

Despite tragedy, all hope was not lost. Relief came in many forms during the torrential rains, including the University of
Minnesota Extension. Armed with research-based information, strong communication skills and a commitment to help long
after the flood faded from prime-time news, Extension quickly helped local residents begin to regroup and recoup. 

A

4 S O U R C E

Picking up 
the pieces:
When disaster calls, 
Extension answers

From pet care to mortgage payments, the

August 2007 flood permeated every level of
life for southeastern Minnesotans. Thirty-six
hours and 14 inches of rain later, some 1,500
homes were damaged or destroyed. Farmers
lost livestock and crops. Businesses that had
taken decades to establish were demolished.

Extension responded quickly to the call
for help. “We weren’t the guns and hoses part
of the rescue—somebody else was doing
that,” said Extension educator Jerry Tesmer,
who is based in Fillmore and Houston coun-
ties. “But we did have key roles.” 

One major role was providing credible,
unbiased, research-based information to
those in need. The Minnesota arm of the
national Extension Disaster Education
Network (EDEN) activated a “website in

waiting” filled with answers to flood-related

concerns. Extension’s Tesmer and other local
educators were on hand to answer questions
covering everything from drowned turkeys
to hot hay. Tesmer and his Extension col-
leagues also pulled together a handbook
with information on livestock, wells, septic
systems, food safety, handling stress—any-
thing that might be inaccessible without
Internet and/or phone service. 

“The book of resources provided timely
answers to many of the questions that
homeowners and business owners needed
during the crisis,” says state Rep. Andy Welti,
DFL-Plainview.

Beyond providing credible information,
Extension extended helping hands. Wabasha
County 4-Hers spent nearly 500 hours 

Picking up 
the pieces:
When disaster calls, 
Extension answers
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“Extension compiled an 
extensive list of resources 
that were distributed to 
victims of the August flood.”
—state Rep. Andy Welti, DFL-Plainview.
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Extension educator Nicole Pokorney helps provide 4-H programming for young
flood victims of Rushford.
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snarls. Educators working with families are
referred by community caseworkers to ensure
a coordinated effort among agencies.

“We’re a team with community players,”
says Patricia Olson, Extension program 
leader for family resource management.
“We’re an equal partner with folks. That’s
really important.”

Rochester-based Extension educator
Neil Broadwater assembled a “to-do” list for
flood victims, complete with information on
everything from emergency aid to tips for
mold-cleanup. Extension even went the
extra mile to coordinate donations so fami-
lies could replace holiday decorations lost to
the floodwaters.

“They help with morale a lot,” says

Rushford resident Crystal Schroeder, whose
family of five lost a basement full of toys and
memories—not to mention the everyday
conveniences we take for granted: plumbing,

SSaaffee aafftteerr  sscchhooooll

There are no words to describe what it was like to have a

basement filled with sewage. But Rushford resident Crystal

Schroeder does not hesitate to describe Extension’s response

to a three-day flood that left southeastern Minnesota in ruins

last August: “Terrific.”

As daunting as the cleanup was, Schroeder and her 

husband, Colin, were eager to be done with it. Before they

could tackle it, however, they had another obstacle to over-

come: Debris from the storm littered their yard, rendering it

dangerous and leaving the Schroeder children without a safe

place to play inside or outside their home. 

So they were grateful when they heard about a program 

4-H Extension educator Nicole Pokorney and her colleagues

set up to give kids in St. Charles and Rushford a safe environ-

ment. For seven weeks Tovah, 8, and Merrill, 7, joined dozens

of other children for two hours of after-school activities with

4-H staff and volunteers from Winona State University and 

the community.

“That was a big deal, to have them interact with friends

and be someplace that was at least somewhat normal,”

electricity and ductwork. “It’s nice to have
an organization out there that puts people
first like they do.” 

The flood of 2007 was uncharacteristic
and unanticipated. But Extension’s response
was not. Strong community relationships,
advance preparation for responding to 
disaster, and an enduring commitment to

identifying and meeting people’s needs with
timely information made Extension a wel-
come companion on the road to recovery for
southeastern Minnesotans.

“We’re there in the community,” Tesmer
said. “We work with the local people. We 
fit there.”

For more information on Extension’s resources to

help Minnesotans recover from disaster, visit

http://www.extension.umn.edu/projects/disaster

Schroeder says. “It also allowed my husband and I time to come

home to get some other cleanup done without worrying what

they were going to be doing.”

For more information on 4-H programs in Minnesota, visit

http://www.extension.umn.edu/4-H

For more information on Extension’s out-of-school time resources,

visit http://www.extension.umn.edu/YouthWorkInstitute
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helping clean mud from homes and out-
buildings and assembling relief packages for
displaced residents in the Stockton area. In

Winona and Fillmore counties 4-H organ-
ized an eight-week, after-school program for
children of families affected by the flood. 

In addition to helping residents address
immediate issues, Extension also identified

and worked to meet longer-term needs.
Winona County Extension staff organized a
community call-in with local bankers, which
allowed residents to discuss sensitive top-
ics—such as foreclosure and bankruptcy—
while remaining anonymous. Extension
educators with experience in family finances
and counseling also participated in several
flood recovery resource fairs. Family resource

management educators, who have Accredited
Financial Counselor (AFC) status, continue
to provide both one-on-one and telephone
consultations to help sort out the financial
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University of Minnesota, developed the Public
Value Program. The curriculum is available from
Extension educators across Minnesota to help
public sector and nonprofit leaders evaluate
and articulate the public value of their programs.

The Public Value Program is especially 
relevant given the pressure to demonstrate
accountability and attract scarce funding.
“Many organizations and local governments
are in a real pinch when it comes to financing
their work,” says Ryan Pesch, an Extension edu-
cator based in Fergus Falls. “Decision-makers
need to sort out which programs benefit the
common good the most.” Pesch taught a Public
Value workshop last year to professionals
whose expertise ranged from natural resource
management to social services programming.
The issue that cropped up time and again: the
need to show far-reaching benefits. 

Being able to make the case for the com-
mon good offers a powerful tool for gaining
support (and funding). “It’s so simple,” says Jon
Evert, Clay County Commissioner for the past
13 years, “but we need to be able to show the
common good and public value.”

One problem is that public misperception
often masks the true extent of a program’s
reach. Evert offers a case in point. A farmer for
nearly three decades, he has observed firsthand
the tradeoff rural local governments face 
when deciding whether to hire a local feedlot
officer. “Providing someone to help a farmer will
help that particular family,” he notes. “But in a
larger sense, you’re going to benefit the whole
community by making sure the laws for feedlot
management are followed. By helping an indi-
vidual farmer be compliant, it helps everyone.” 

Sounds simple, but as Pat O’Connor, 
former Hennepin County auditor/treasurer
and a longtime Extension advisor, points out,

t first glance, they appear to have nothing in common: a nonprofit sexual-

assault coalition and a county program to assist homeowners with shoreland

management. On closer inspection, however, the similarities become clearer.

Both provide services that benefit individuals. They also share a common problem:

explaining to lawmakers and the public at large how those services work for the 

common good. That’s where Extension’s Public Value Program comes in. 

Making the
case
Extension’s Public Value
Program helps local 
government and nonprofits 
connect their work to the 
common good

A
What exactly is public value? It is the benefit
the community accrues apart from the direct
benefits that individuals in public or nonprofit
programs receive. For example, financial secu-
rity education benefits participating employees,
but also benefits other Minnesotans because
individuals who plan now for later life place
fewer demands on limited public resources in
the future.

The concept is based on public finance
principles: how communities allocate resources
and what role public and nonprofit programs
play in that equation. Laura Kalambokidis, an
associate professor of applied economics at the

Extension economist Laura Kalambokidis teaches the
curriculum she developed, helping government and 
nonprofit leaders explain how other community members
benefit when an individual participates in their programs.

6 S O U R C E
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it’s a complex issue faced by programs strapped 
for time and resources. “From my perspective 
within county government, we are very focused on
things we are doing, and so many times we fail to
see the bigger picture,” O’Connor says. “This is 
giving us a more disciplined approach to programs
and policies.”

In the case of nonprofits, the picture is 
further clouded by the fact that many agencies
provide services—often directly to individuals—
that are outsourced by government. “More and
more, nonprofits are a key pathway government
uses for accomplishing public objectives,” says
Laura Williams, program coordinator for the
Minnesota Coalition Against Sexual Assault.
“Those of us working in nonprofits haven’t always
known how to explain that what we do is more
than a special interest to some or of benefit only
to those we serve directly.” 

Says Pesch: “Talking in the terms of public
value or the common good is different from the
typical pitch to decision-makers. If you can make
the case for how a program benefits a typical 
citizen who has nothing to do with the program,
you have passed the true test.” But more than that,
it’s ensuring that public sector programs are doing
what they are truly meant to do—contributing to
the common good.

For more information or to set up a training session,
visit http://www.extension.umn.edu/PublicFinance

Clay County Commissioner Jon Evert (left) and Extension
educator Ryan Pesch depend on research-based claims to
craft a public value message.

How does a program prove it has
public value?
To determine the public value of a program, participants answer 

a series of questions:

� Does the program narrow an information gap?

� Does it address a crucial concern about fairness?

� Does one person’s participation benefit people who do 
not participate?

� Does one person’s participation reduce costs for others?

� Does the program improve upon the market outcome?

The criteria focus on a few key concepts to help participants 

identify and take steps toward demonstrating their program’s 

contribution to the common good.

At the end of each workshop, participants distill their findings
into a simple message that explains what their program does
and how it provides public value. Here’s an example:

Once they develop a public value message, participants are

encouraged to dig deeper to find research to support those

conclusions.

Changes

Public 
Value

Public support for Financial Security

education means that individuals

make informed decisions about

their retirement plans and build

sufficient savings and investment

assets to meet future needs.

This leads to a higher return-

on-investment for people who 

participate.

Other Minnesotans benefit be-

cause individuals who plan now

for later life will place fewer de-

mands on limited public resources

in the future.

Outcomes

The takeaway
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he need to train Spanish-speaking
restaurant workers in food safety prac-
tices has increased significantly in

recent years, and the trend is expected to con-
tinue. According to the State Demographic
Center, Minnesota’s Hispanic population will
grow by 47 percent from 2005 to 2015.
Extension-taught ServSafe® courses proved
successful for English language speakers, but
up until early last year, a Spanish version of the
course had low passing rates in Minnesota. 

Something needed to change. Extension
food safety educators worked with Courtesy
Corporation – McDonald’s and Olmsted
County Public Health to revamp the course
for this growing audience. 

Even before exam results from the
Rochester pilot rolled in, it was clear the
revised course was an improvement. What
made the difference? 

Key to the course success were shorter
training sessions, which meshed better with
restaurant workers’ schedules, and on-the-job
assignments, which presented opportunities
for managers and employees to learn together,
according to Glenyce Peterson-Vangsness,
Extension food safety educator. In addition,
instructor Claudia Diez, a Mexico native,
used life experience and unique perspective
to address cultural barriers.

“I know my people are hardworking 
people,” said Diez. “They are people with high

T

Big course changes
translate into
higher scores
Before Extension and its partners re-
designed the ServSafe® Spanish curricu-
lum, only 40 percent of Spanish speakers
passed. But since the new course was
developed:

� 90 percent passed a pilot program in
Rochester with an average score of 
93.19 percent.

� 100 percent passed a recent metro-
area series with an average score of 
91.43 percent.

� 100 percent of participants say 
they have changed their work habits. 
Reported changes include more 
attention to proper hand washing, 
personal hygiene, cleaner facilities 
and increased attention to proper 
cooling of foods.

� 100 percent of participants say 
they have shared what they learned 
with co-workers. 

For more information on ServSafe® and other 

food safety courses from Extension—in English 

or Spanish—visit

http://www.extension.umn.edu/FoodSafety

No longer lost in translation: 
Extension serves up food safety success, in Spanish

energy, who want to play by the rules, and
who have a wealth of knowledge. I empha-
size behavioral change and not just passing
the exam and getting a certificate.”

The new workshop was beneficial for
managers and staff alike, according to Jessica
Alexander, general manager of a McDonald’s
restaurant in Byron. “The managers have
been able to explain why we do things the
way we do, which has helped the employees
to remember the proper procedures of food
safety,” Alexander added.

Word of the newly improved course has
spread—much to the delight of Extension’s
Food Safety Team, which has received
requests from food industry workers all over
the state.

For more information on Extension food safety
education and research, visit
http://www.extension.umn.edu/FoodSafety

Instructor Claudia Diez uses colorful props to
represent bacteria while explaining food safety
practices.

Extension educator Glenyce Peterson-Vangsness (left) partners with Lori Hoeft, Courtesy Corporation – McDonald’s;
Bill Kass, Olmsted County Public Health; and instructor Claudia Diez to create more effective courses for Spanish-
speaking food industry workers.
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New grain-marketing approach is serious fun
he way  Extension grain marketing specialist Ed Usset sees it, a
producer should use a simple approach to market grain, even
though the decisions will never be easy.
So what advice does he have for farmers struggling to stay afloat

in today’s sea of volatile crop prices? Check out Usset’s new book,
“Grain Marketing Is Simple (It’s Just Not Easy),” which applies a
common sense approach to the difficult job of marketing grain.

The book complements the award-winning “Winning the Game”
workshops developed by Usset and his colleagues at the University of
Minnesota Extension Center for Farm Financial Management.
Similar to the book in tone, the series has won accolades for the way
it tackles the serious and relevant issues of grain marketing while
incorporating fun along the way.

Grain Marketing Is Simple (It’s Just Not Easy) is available 
exclusively from the Center for Farm Financial Management for
$29.95, shipping and handling included. Order the book online at
http://www.cffm.umn.edu/simple or call 800-234-1111.

For more information on “Winning the Game” workshops, taught statewide by
Extension faculty, visit http://www.cffm.umn.edu/wtg

ou can’t see it. You can’t smell it and it has no taste. Yet this natural byproduct of radioac-
tive decay is the second-leading cause of lung cancer in the United States, and the No. 1
cause of lung cancer in nonsmokers, according to new research from the World Health

Organization (WHO).
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ranks Minnesota fourth-highest in the nation

with dangerously high levels of radon, a Class A carcinogen known to cause cancer in humans.
Extension housing specialist Bill Angell, chair of the WHO International Radon Project’s

Mitigation and Prevention Working Group, says: “Our risk is higher in Minnesota partly due
to our geology”—soil in the Upper Midwest contains widespread uranium and radium—“and
partly due to having our homes closed up so much of the year to stay warm.”

Extension focuses on training professionals to help Minnesota homeowners. If you use
a test kit and discover your home has high radon levels—or if you consult a radon-

measurement expert—the people you hire to deal with the problem
have most likely been trained by Extension.

“My experience comes from understanding buildings, why some
have elevated risk and some do not,” Angell says. “I train others to pre-
vent problems in new homes and fix homes that have high levels of
radon.” Thanks to Angell, Minnesota was first to establish a statewide
building code to reduce radon in new homes. Angell continues to
collaborate with building professionals and other scientists worldwide.

“What excited me about this work in Extension is using local and
international research to reduce loss of life in Minnesota,” says
Angell. “It truly is an international partnership.”

For more information on radon resources in Minnesota, 
visit http://www.extension.umn.edu/HousingTech
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Radon radar
Extension reduces risks posed by dangerous radon gas

Extension grain 
marketing specialist 
Ed Usset’s new book
helps producers and
ag professionals
sharpen their 
marketing skills.

Radon facts

� The only way to know if your home has high levels of radon is 
to test for it.

� Because radon is more concentrated at lower levels, basement 
bedrooms cause the greatest risk.

� Radon levels can vary from house to house.
� Radon testing is cheap and easy.
� Radon-reduction systems can reduce even very high radon 

levels in your home by up to 99 percent.

For more information on radon in Minnesota homes, visit
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/indoorair/radon/

For more information on radon test kits, visit
http://mn.radon.com

Extension housing specialist Bill Angell trains
builders and other housing-related professionals
how to prevent and fix radon problems.
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Need winter relief?
he Minnesota Gardening Calendar offers year-round tips for healthy yard
and garden care, as well as special ideas for bringing more life indoors
long before the tulips pop up. Here are a few:

� In late February or early March, cut slender branches of pussy willow, forsythia,

Nanking cherry or red maple, to force into bloom indoors. Re-cut the stems and soak

them in a warm (not  hot) water bath overnight, then in a bucket of warm water in a 60-

to 65-degree location with indirect light. Move them to brighter light as flower buds open.

� Provide higher humidity by placing houseplants in groups. Each gives off moisture

through its foliage, creating more humidity in that area. Misting houseplants will raise

humidity for a short time but is not a good idea because moisture on the leaves makes

them more vulnerable to fungal or bacterial diseases.

� Order seeds now to start indoors under fluorescent lights. Try a few new varieties,

along with some you’ve never grown in your garden before. Check seed packets to

see how many weeks ahead of transplanting they must be started.

For reliable information about insects, plant diseases, gardening activities and landscap-

ing in cold climates, visit http://www.extension.umn.edu/ConsumerHort

T

Order a slice of heaven: 
The 2008 Minnesota Gardening Calendar
The tradition continues for the 16th year with the 2008 Minnesota Gardening Calendar. Once again,
savvy Minnesota gardeners will use this annual arrival to decorate another wall and as a resource

of monthly gardening tips. They know it has the most reliable information around, since it comes from University of
Minnesota Extension and the University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. Each month features stunning,
seasonally appropriate photos. A special section introduces new plants from the Experiment Station, including the
much-anticipated winter hardy “Blue HeavenTM” little bluestem.

Purchase the calendar, now on sale for $7 plus shipping and handling, online at http:// www.shop.extension.umn.edu
(search for item 08455).
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